To all secretaries for Conference on Regional Medical Programs

When typing up the reports of the recorders, please type a separate page for each of the six headings or Policy Issues. These are:

A. Continuation of the Program  
B. Construction of New Facilities  
C. Relationship of Federal and non-Federal Funding  
D. Inter-Regional Support Activities  
E. Interpretation of the Act  
F. Categorical Emphasis

A suggested heading for each page is: (for Monday morning reports)

Monday Morning Session - "Development of Cooperative Arrangements"
Recorder: Mr.____________
Policy Issue: B. Construction of New Facilities
(And so on, one page for each of the six issues)

Suggested heading for the Monday afternoon reports:

Monday Afternoon Session - "Continuing Education, Research, and Patient Care"
Recorder: Mr.____________
Policy Issue: A. Continuation of the Program
(And so on, one page for each of the six issues)